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    A continuous fluid mechanics with randomly oriented particles suspended in
the medium is assigned to the rotation or spin of molecular subunits, such as
blood, additive lubricant and liquor of polymer etc. Compared with classical
compressible Navier-Stokes equation, the main difference is to give up the
hypothesis of Euler-Cauchy principle of stress and the movement with non-zero
stress of tenser. The molecular structure can affect the fluid flow due to the
interaction of internal particles described by asymmetric stress. This is one of the
most important generalization of classical compressible Navier-Stokes equation.
   In this paper, we consider the existence of local well-posedness of
compressible micropolar fluid only if the initial data satisfied some compatibility
conditions with the initial vacuum in some subset. Firstly, we consider the
linearized model, then use the a priori estimates to construct global strong
solutions of the linearized model. Then, we use iterative methods to construct the
approximation solutions of the micropolar fluid and deduce the uniform
convergence of the approximation solutions. At last, we use iterative methods to
prove the local well-posedness of the micropolar fluid.
    In the same meaning, we consider the regular criterion of the global strong
solutions of compressible micropolar fluids. Like the classical compressible
Navier-Stokes equation, we can not prove the existence of global strong solutions
to the compressible micropolar fluids. Ones then wonder which quantity of the
solution would blowup in finite time. In this paper, motivated by the regular
criterion of compressible Navier-Stokes equation, we deduce the regular criterion
of micropolar fluids under the condition that the gradient of velocity is uniformly
bounded in domain and L1 bounded in time.
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